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LEDIFY LAUDEVALAISIN 
This set consists of four (4) interconnected LAUDEVALAISIN, and benches and Stairs are 

lightened up with KiuasLED. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LAUDEVALAISIN is a LED lamp for the sauna, which creates a smooth and pleasant light in the sauna. The 

light output is 4.8W / m and is ideal for cleaning and general lighting in the sauna. The luminaire is 

manufactured individually according to the desired dimensions in Raisio Finland. 

LEDIFY LAUDEVALAISIN = BENCH LIGHT is a single profile or set of several profiles. The LAUDEVALAISIN 

luminaire is mounted in the sauna, eg. placed at the front or rear edge of the bench (giving light 

downwards), fastened to the wall under the benches, behind the backrest giving light up or down.   

One or more Laudevalaisin LED profiles can be installed in the sauna; the whole set can consist several 

different sized profiles wich are connected with eachother by quick couplings. LAUDEVALAISIN cable is heat 

tolerant up to +180°C. There is also 5m cable between the driver and LAUDEVALAISIN. The driver is to be 

placed in a dry room or if installed in sauna under 1m height in a watertight housing. (All electrical work 

should be done by an authorized installer). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This set consists of one LAUDEVALAISIN behind the bench (light upwards)  

                 and SaunaLED series with 6 LEDs in the ceiling. 
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LEDIFY LAUDEVALAISIN  is a ready-to-install assembly that includes 

 Aluminum profile and diffusor, end caps and fasteners (screws not included) 

 LED light source (4.8W / m, 12V, IP67, 3000K or 4000K) 

 5m long heat-resistant connection cable (+ 180 ° C)  between the profile and transformer  

 Quick connectors on heat-resistant connection cable 

 Transformer 12VDC IP20 

DIMMING OF THE LAUDEVALAISIN: 

Secondary side 12V 

• Wireless dimming from the secondary side 241123 

(small black remote control + receiver, also suitable 

for use after a  wall switch) 

• Wireless Dimming SLO10 + UHO 1224 (White 

Cordless Wall Switch + Receiver Requires 

Continuous Electricity) 

Primary side 230V 

• TRIAC dimming, package includes TRIAC adjustable driver 30W (The Schneider Exxact dimmer device 

2622351 is sold separately) 

The secondary side dimming is pre-installed by us, also the TRIAC driver for primary dimming, please 

indicate your wishes at the time of ordering. Price for dimming is 40€, the price is added to the final price. 

Eg (the overall dimension of benches 3,2m * price 37 €) + dimming 40 € = 158,40 € VAT% We charge the 

freight according to the current UPS pricing, about 35€. 

Send us the floor plan of the sauna to get a finished plan, we just need precise dimensions. Delivery time 

approx. 2 weeks by order, the order is always binding. 

                                         This sauna is illuminated with one LAUDEVALAISIN wich is 

                  behind the bench in a small space between the wall and                      

         the bench. Light comes direclty foreward. 
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